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Deeper we dig.

Q:
How do the remote controlled, unalienated [meaning un-hu/manned] vessels communicate
with….whatever controls them?
C:
The equivalent of what humans would consider electromagnetic signals, or radio waves. In some
cases, with some civilizations, the machine drones - as they would be called by humans - the remote
controlled craft propel themselves without remote control; the device has computing ability and speed to
carry out its mission as if it were occupied by a living being making decisions.
Q:
The equivalent of electromagnetic waves? That's radio, television and radar among other things,
so… what's "the equivalent"?
C:
Gamma rays, x-rays and ultraviolet rays can also be used for communication, as can the visible
to humans light spectrum. Humans cannot detect these, they are preferred for this reason. They are used
when necessary, however as we stated, when machines enter Earth's atmosphere to observe, including
measure, monitor and study, this is very often done with what humans would called a computer program.
The program is what humans call artificial intelligence.
Q:
What is similar between gravity and magnetism? Why can it be said they are the same force?
C:
The energy which propels the movement of atomic particles is what creates either one. Gravity is
the effect of the nucleus; electricity the effect of satellites orbiting the nucleus of an atom.
Q:
C:

How is gravity neutralized?
By reversing the direction of movement or of rotation, of the protons in the nucleus.

Q:
C:

Not the neutrons?
No, this is not needed. These particles are neutral yet add to mass when combined with protons.

Q:
C:

We could not use the term "negatons" ?
Out loud we laugh and say, this is not necessary.

Q:
How can the direction of rotation be reversed?
C:
Combining an electrical current with high velocity rotational movement, the latter of which is
beyond human technological ability. The electrical current is extremely high in voltage but low in
amperage or current.

Q:
Humans have used gravity neutralization; how is that not beyond technological capability?
C:
Beyond it now, but there are concealed methods to achieve it which humans have developed, if
very crude by comparison to what visitors to Earth employ. These are held as military secrets; they are
not yet able to be used reliably and even if they were, the application would reveal their existence and
cause such a widespread reaction that politicians would give in to the pressure and force partial
revelation. Partial enough to mollify the upset people among you, but still some known aspects of the
process already developed would be held back.
This point is moot, because humans do not have a reliable method suitable for deployment.
Q:
C:

Do alien extraterrestrial craft leave "jet wash" in their wake, in other words, air turbulence?
Of course.

Q:
C:

But no thermal image or heat discharge?
No.

Q:
Are the lights observed by humans illuminated only for that?
C:
On Earth, yes. There is no need to use them; however they are also used to make themselves
appear more attractive to your ET cousins when these scout vessels return to the larger, interstellar ship.
Q:
C:

Why do these scout vessels sometimes go underneath the ocean surface?
For several reasons; observation, concealment and fun.

Q:
If there are physical beings inside them, how can those occupants be protected from the deadly
forces sharp and fast turns create?
C:
The gravity neutralization devices. A human may travel aboard such a scout vessel almost
without feeling any gravitational or accelerative effects; the impression which would be taken from
observing the exterior through a window, would be that of looking at a video monitor, but with blank
portions. The human eye cannot detect the speed of certain things, which either disappear or become a
blur. This happens also with many of your alien extraterrestrial cousins, so external cameras capture then
send images at a rate the eye can pick up.
Q:
How do alien ET vessels protect themselves from human attack?
C:
Moving away from it or neutralizing the offensive human device, if departing the vicinity is not
preferred. This would be for observation, of human and pilot reaction. For example, if a pilot were to eject
from a human aircraft because the alien ET neutralization force also disabled the jet, which has occurred.
The reactions of humans on the surface who monitor the aircraft are also of great interest.
Q:
So let's return to the physics of gravity and magnetism; why can certain materials, on Earth these
are just about only containing metals containing iron, become magnetized but other materials and metals
cannot or are essentially invisible to magnetism?
C:
Human scientific studies have identified this well. The atoms and molecules of many materials
will not align or arrange themselves in a pattern which allows or causes magnetic effects. Just as some
materials will form crystals but others do not.
Q:
I am out of questions!
C:
Your readership will ask others; please expand for them what we explain; be well and do return
all of you.

